


'-» Could the Clan turn out to be z 
c another Alpine? Pet~r Robinson 
5; meets Andy Dawson and Clan 
-< Crusader. 
~ One of the most exciting cars to 
w enter the British rally scene rec-

ently, hit the · headlines when 
Andy Dawson/JohnFoden tooka 
Clan Crusader to 2nd place overall 
on the International Manx Tro
phy tally. To show that this was 
no fluke three weeks later Alan 
Conley in another Clan scored an 
outright win on the Tour of Mull, 
against stiff oppositi~n from both 
Motoring News contestants and 
Scottish circuit regulars. 

Rumours were rife, following further 
. good performances, that the order 
books at the Washington, Co Durham 
factory were rapidly filling up with the 
names of other notable rallymen. To 
fmd out what aD the fuss was about we 
had a quick chat with Qan Director 
Paul Hanssauer at the Motor Show and I 

then went off to sniff out Andy 
Dawson's model. Surprise, surprise, it 
turned out that his garage was within 
half a mile of my flat, a quick telephone 
eaU (and a request from Andy to put 
some overalls on) and we were sur- ; 
veying the dimunitive, bright red "plas- . 
tic peril". 

First a little bit of background. Andy 
is ex-Chrysler Competition Department 
and last year was best known for some 
sterling performances (and shunts) in 
the Zenith Imp. With the advent of the 
Wheelbase/Kleber scholarship Andy 
wanted something in which he might 
really be able to have some success. 
Knowing Imps · as well .as he does, it 
came as no surprise that he looked at 
the various Imp-based specials, and not 
unexpectedly he chose'one of the newest. 

The standard production Clan comes 
~ with a 51 bhp, 875cc engine. Andy 's 

Top: The Clan is a deceptively strong glass fibre machine. 
Left: Clan man Andy Dawson ' 
Above: Cockpit may be trim less but it has a well· 
instrumented dashboard. (Photos Bryan Bertlin) 

fIrst Clan was in fact chassis number 
-4-ie a pre-production/'prototype/dem
onstrator/test car. It was quickly trans
formed' by the insertionof his oldImp's 
Zenith carburettored engine-a 998cc 
ul.1it producing some 11 Obhp. 

This might only be half of the power 
produced by a good cooking BDA but 
the secret of the Qan's success is in the 
weight. Even with 5-gaUons in the front 
petrol tank, one person can readily lift 
the front wheels off the ground. Ask 
Tony FaD if he can do that with his 
Datsun 240Z! 

The car we examined is apparently 
overweight (at llYlcwt) and its rep
lacement is now much nearer the 
standard mark. The one disadvantage of 
this low weight is that once you have 
taken off on a yump it takes far longer 
than normal to land, consequently 
there is a longer interval before power 

, can be applied again. 
With all this power, stiffer shock 

,absorbers, rough rally roads and cont
inual high jumping, we can almost hear 
you saying- how can the body hold 
together? What have they done to it? 
The answer simply is nothing. 

In standard form the Qan is a 
glassfibre monocoque with marine 
plywood giving additional torsional 
stiffness. For competition there has 
been no need to change this at aD. Minor 
design alterations have been made 
because of different requirements for 
rally work: a different lower panel is 
fitted, where the number plate is 
normally attached to a vertical box 
section, to increase ground clearance; 
small wheel arches are used to cover the 
German Goodyear Ultragrip-shod 
Minilites ; a large air vent is now in the 
bonnet as the rad has beeq re-fitted up 
front. ' 

The ultimate proof of this strength 
is that the Clan is the only car r.egistered 
by the FIA as being of suffIcient 



continued effective and so eventually Van drum 
strength to gain exemption from the brakes were fitted up front and Andy 
requirement for a comprehensive roll could then lock the back-end up-a 
cage. useful feature for the unexpected 

The Clan's strength was graphically corners often encountered in the for
illustrated by an RAC scrutineer just ests! 
prior to the Manx- so that the Clan Getting into the hot seat of this little 
could gain its FIA certificate. projectile, it's noticeable that most of 

The car was positioned so as the trim is missing. Apart from the fully 
to allow a rubbish skip to be balanced instrumented dashboard and extremely 
on the rear corner edge ofthe roof. This comfortable seats there ain't much to 
skip was then gradually filled with entice your bird into the car. The spare 
7-tons of water; with every extra gallon wheel and battery are housed inside. 
of water everyone expected the crunch Noise is very apparent and the silencer, 
to come- but nothing happened, other placed neatly out of harm's way above 
than the car got its certificate. the rear bumper, was (I'm sure) just 

On the '72 Dukeries rally Andy about due forreplacement. 
yumped ' over a brow and flew straight in driving the car one. couldn 't help 
into a 4in square wooden post, tearing it but . be impressed by, the directness of 
out of the ground, he was actually the steering and the way it just sticks 
stopped by the next post in line. The , and sticks in winding its way around the 
result was just a splintered front end, corners. This in itself I suppose would 
12in wide, with the reaction only be something of a problem because 
spreading some 9in back into the body. most rally men like travelling sideways. 

Two other cars-both Escorts-did the 
same trick and their drivers had a very 
different story to tell-and a fiu 
different repair bill to pay! 

When this Gan was first tried out at 
speed on the loose it was a bit of a 
handful-twitching about on its front 
wheels almost as fast as Andy'S re
actions; this didn't leave much room for 
error. Several ideas were tried to get 
over this, mainly by playing about with 
spring rates and wheel angles. Final 
choice for wheels was 6Y2.f rims for 
tarmac stages and 4~-5J wheels on the 
loose. With that, development stopped 
for '72 pending the introduction of 
13in wheels on Andy's new bodied 
machine. 

Another area that needed some 
thought was the braking. First thoughts 
were to fit discs but these proved far too 
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Carburation, sidedraught Zeniths, 
998cc Imp engine can produce 

Bottom left: Combo for driving on the loose; 
these 5J Minilites and Ultragrips but on 
tarmac 6Y:,J rims are used, note the rear
mounted silencer 

Above: Real chunk V pattern-German Good
year Ultragrips 

When the Clan does get to that stage 
(obviously far later than in a 'con
ventional' machine) then it must break 
away awfully quickly. 

So that's it. Andy will be cam
paigning his new car all next year 
hopefully still with the same sponsors, 
Woolworths Sabre cosmetics, that he 
enjoyed at the November Cad well Park 
rallycross . If this happens then the Clan 
should be seen on all the big events. 

You want a go? Well the complete 
competition bodyshell less engine, 
gearbox and suspension, is marketed for 
less than £1000-that must be a 
competitive price in anyone's book. 

Give them a ring on 0632462345 or 
write to Clan Motor Co , Crowther 3, 
Washington, Co. Durham. And in 1974 
the Mexico rally championship is going 
to have a rival. 
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